Transcript of Miles Curtiss interview with Bruce T. Duncanson, transcribed by Bruce T. Duncanson:

Minute 8:07

Bruce: Ah Mr. Arnebeck and Mr. Fitrakis objected in your name to this motion, are you aware of that?

Miles: No actually I wasn't aware of that.

Bruce: ok.

Miles: Do you know why?

Bruce: Ah an an if your not aware of that then the next question is "How were you made aware," it's just because of this interview?

Miles: I guess so yea.

Bruce: Yea because that's the fact they have strongly objected.

Miles: Ok, Do you know why?

Bruce: Ahh we might get into that later or into the fact that I wanna um get through these questions.

Miles: Ok.

Minute 41:29

Bruce: So ah you have any comments I could write down?

Miles: Umm I'll talk to Cliff, I wouldn't, I don't think it's totally insane that maybe Cliff is just trying to make Jennifer Brunner happy. Umm but I'll go I'll go ahead and ask him questions yea because I mean you guys have pretty good evidence I watched you guys collect a lot of it, so I don't know why it wouldn't be submissible.

Minute 42:43

Bruce: So I got for your comments. I'll talk to Cliff, he maybe trying to make Brunner happy. I don't know why it wouldn't be submissible.

Miles: Yea
Bruce: OK, now I'm gonna ask you to sign and print and date and then you can initial weather you want this to be part of the public record or um under seal which would be secretly submitted so (as I turn the paper around for his signature) whatever you do brother is up to you, I appreciate any any public assistance involvement....ah I know your a good and ah

Miles: What's today the 21st? (as he is signing it)